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A BSTRACT
The objective of our research is to develop and validate a new model for the prediction of the behaviour
of an ocean glider during steady-state gliding. The
analytical model is a combination of (i) expressions
for the hydro-dynamic loads on the hull as obtained
from towing tank experiments with a Planar Motion
Mechanism (PMM), and, (ii) expressions for the hydrodynamic loads on the whole vehicle; the latter are
formulated in terms of four parameters whose values
are unknown. The role of the at-sea experiments with
an ocean glider is to determine values for these four
parameters from measurements of the net buoyancy,
pitch angle and rate of ascent and descent, through the
use of a specially-formulated parameter-identification
scheme. In the Summer of 2006, four Slocum Electric
ocean gliders were deployed in Conception Bay, Newfoundland, in a joint collaboration between NRC-IOT
and Memorial University for the purpose of gathering
oceanographic data as well as making the above measurements.
The analytical expressions incorporate the effects, on
the glider, during forward travel, of (i) the hydrostatic
forces, (ii) the hydrostatic pitching moment, (iii) the
hydrodynamic lift and drag forces, and, (iv) the hydrodynamic pitching moment. The attitude and motion of
the glider is determined by solving the balance of force
and moment equations. Our new PMM results provide
expressions for the axial and normal forces and the hydrodynamic pitching moment which act on the hull;
these formulations have not been included in previous
hydrodynamic models and analyses for ocean gliders.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Increasingly ocean gliders are becoming the tool of
choice for researchers who require continuous sam-

pling of ocean properties. These gliders operate by
changing their net weight in seawater thus gliding
downward when they are heavier that the surrounding
fluid and upward when they are lighter than it. The
resulting trajectory is a saw-tooth pattern as shown diagrammatically in Fig 1. Various models of gliders
have depth limits of 200, 500, 1000 m if based on aluminum pres-sure hulls while composite-material hulls
have been designed to operate at depths up to 6000 m
[6] and [7].
The "Slocum Electric" gliders have been commercially
available from the Webb Research Corporation for
some years [4] and recently the "Seaglider" [3] and
"Spray" [5] have become commercially available.
All three of these gliders use batteries to energize the
on-board sensors as well as the buoyancy-change and
trajectory-control devices e.g. electric pump to change
buoyancy, fore-and-aft sliding battery pack to change
pitch angle, rolling battery pack to change bank angle,
rudder actuator etc. With an overall mass of about 50
kg, the "Slocum Electric" 200 m glider has a proven
duration of up to 40 days when equipped with the basic
sensors payload while versions with additional sensors
will have a corresponding shorter duration.
In contrast the "Slocum Thermal" glider extracts the
majority of its energy from the vertical variations in
the temperature of seawater. With a depth rating of
2000 m, this thermal glider has a projected operational
duration of up to five years and a range of 40,000 km
[4].
The purpose of this paper is twofold: (i) to show how
the hydrodynamic properties which govern steadystate gliding can be extracted from measurements
made with on-board sensors, and, (ii) to show how
these hydrodynamic properties can be used to predict
the performance of ocean gliders (glide angle, glide

inverse process is concerned with finding values for
the controlling parameters (a,b,c,d) from sensor measurements during in-water experiments with several
"Slocum Electric" gliders.

Figure 1: Example saw-tooth pattern for gliding

Figure 2: Launching a glider over the side of a small fishing
vessel

speed, duration of voyage etc.).
Section 2 describes the motivation for this investigation and provides some background information. Section 3 provides experimental results that are applicable
to gliders. Section 4 describes some recent at-sea experiments. Section 5 describes the analytical model
and shows some results. Section 6 describes some recent experiments and provides some data from recent
glider voyages. Section 7 presents some conclusions,
Section 8 some applications, and, Sections 9 and 10
outline our future research.
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M OTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

The basis of this investigation can be divided into two
processes, what we will refer to as the forward process and the inverse process. The forward process is
concerned with the prediction of the behaviour of an
ocean glider using known values of the four hydrodynamic parameters (a,b,c,d) which control gliding. The

The impetus to develop this prediction method arose
due to the need to add new sensors to existing gliders. Since most flow-through sensors (such as the
conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) and dissolved oxygen units) must be mounted on the exterior
of the hull, it is natural to expect that the hydrodynamic properties of the glider will change from that
of the base-line glider configuration. Thus a combination of an experimental method, an analytical model
and a data-analysis technique must be developed in order to quickly categorize the changes to vehicle hydrodynamics which are due to the additional externallymounted sensors. For example, in a typical configuration the CTD sensor is mounted on the port side of
the hull below the wing; this implies that there will be
an additional component to the total drag force which
will be due to the presence of the exposed CTD sensor and which will cause the glider to tend to turn to
port, with the resulting consequence that a corresponding deflection of the rudder will be required to maintain a straight-ahead glide. A series of steady-state
glides in calm water will then show that the higher
drag force due to the CTD sensor will result in (i) a
slower glide speed, (ii) a different glide angle, (iii) a
slower rate of vertical descent, (iv) a slower horizontal
speed-over-ground, and, (v) a non-zero rudder angle
for straight-ahead gliding. In addition, the resulting
analytical model can be used to show that, aside from
the additional electrical energy that will be consumed
by the CTD sensor, some additional electrical energy
will be consumed by the rudder actuator which will result in a shorter-duration voyage. These results suggest
that in order to evaluate the hydrodynamic effect of
a particular externally-mounted sensor, we require (i)
a simple calm-water gliding experiment, (ii) a simple
analytical model for the hydrodynamic forces and moment which act on the glider during steady-state glides,
and, (iii) a simple data-analysis technique which will
extract the necessary hydrodynamic parameters from
the measurements made by the on-board sensors during these glides.
Figure 1 shows one simplified dive and climb cycle. When the glider is negatively buoyant it descends
along a relatively straight glide path at an approximately constant pitch angle, subject of course to local
ocean current conditions. Similarly, when the glider is
positively buoyant it ascends along a relatively straight
glide path. The change from descent to ascent occurs
when the glider’s altimeter indicates that the glider is

Mass ~ 50 kg
Displacement ~ 50 litre
Hull diam 213 mm
Hull length 185 cm
Length-to-diam ratio ~ 8.4
LOA 215 cm
Wingspan 101 cm

GPS, Iridium, FreeWave antennae

rudder

2 plastic ballast bottles
roll-control battery pack

2 plastic ballast bottles

pitch-control battery pack
buoyancy engine

Figure 3: Ballasting and control mechanisms inside a
Slocum Electric glider

typically 20 m above the seabed. When the glider
comes to the ocean surface, the air bladder in the tail
section is automatically inflated and the tail projects
above the sea surface thus improving the quality of the
line-of-sight radio-frequency or satellite communications.

Figure 4: Typical glider measurements of depth and altitude
above the seabed

Figure 2 shows a single person launching a glider over
the side of a small fishing vessel. Due to its limited
size and weight, such a glider can easily be launched
and recovered over the side of inflatable boat.
Figure 3 shows a CAD rendering of the ballasting and
control mechanisms inside a Slocum electric glider.
This glider has a mass of about 50 kg, displaces about
50 litre of seawater, the hull diameter is 213 mm, the
hull length is 185 cm which provides a hull length-todiameter ratio of about 8.4. The overall length is 215
cm while the wingspan is 101 cm. This glider contains two small port-and-starboard plastic ballast bottles at the forward end, and, two small top-and-bottom
plastic ballast bottles at the aft end of the hull. An 8
kg battery pack slides fore-and-aft under servo control
in order to achieve a set pitch angle. In the Slocum
Electric gliders, only a manual adjustment of the rollcontrol battery pack is possible so this adjustment is
included in the ballasting procedure [1] thus there is
no roll control actuator or sensor for battery roll position. The "dome" on top of the fixed portion of the
vertical fin contains the antennae for the GPS, Iridium
and FreeWave communi-cations systems. The aft portion of the vertical fin is a moveable rudder, which is
used under servo control to achieve a desired heading.
Figure 4 shows some results from Conception Bay
from July 2006 in terms of the measured glider depth
versus time since deployment; the data are shown for
a period of about five hours. Here the glider was programmed to descend to a maximum depth of 180 m
and to return to the surface for a GPS position update

Figure 5: Voyage 215, 26 July to 16 August 2006

after about one hour. On the first dive the seabed was
detected at a depth of about 160 m so the glider turned
around at a depth of about 150 m. Subsequent dives
indicate that the seafloor rises to a depth of about 85
m along the chosen transect. The red arrows indicate
the time between surfacings, which is typically two to
three hours.
Figure 5 shows a map of the north-eastern portion of
the island of Newfoundland. For voyage 215, glider
#049 was launched from a small vessel in Trinity Bay.
The glider was programmed to travel via a sequence
of way-points along a relatively straight transect to the

north-east out over the Newfoundland Shelf and to return in a similar fashion into Conception Bay for recovery. The blue line shows our longest deployment to
date, a voyage which lasted 21 days and transited 500
km horizontally. The direction and extent of this voyage were designed to replicate a portion of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) Bonavista Line
(red line) which is sampled on a regular basis using
traditional ship-borne instruments, thus permitting a
comparison of measurements made using the two sampling methods. While the glider provides essentially
continuously-sampled data, the ship-based measurements are taken at stations 15 km apart. Thus the glider
provides a larger data set with a lower capital and deployment cost.
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H YDRODYNAMIC L OADS ON G LIDER
H ULLS

Figure 6 shows the bare hull of a small full-scale AUV
being tested in the NRC-IOT towing tank using the
Planar Motion Mechanism (PMM). This apparatus is
used to measure the hydrodynamic loads which are exerted on the hull during (i) towing at fixed yaw angles,
(ii) oscillatory sway and yaw manoeuvres, and, (ii)
portions of constant-radius turns. In November 2005
we per-formed a series of experiments in the NRCIOT towing tank with the bare hull of a small, fullscale AUV. The purpose of these experiments was to
categorize the contribution of the hull alone to the total hydrodynamic loads which the glider experiences
during steady-state gliding; the contributions of wing,
tail-boom, rudder and antenna can be added using traditional aerodynamic techniques. The PMM apparatus
permits forced oscillations at prescribed frequencies
and amplitude during towing. The resulting trajectories in space are typically sinusoidal in shape, for both
sway or yaw manoeuvres. In these experiments five
models of identical maximum diameter and different
lengths were used, see Figure 7.
The five models used a common constant-diameter
mid-body of diameter 203 mm to which nose and tail
sections were attached. Pairs of equal-length spacers
were used to set the length of each model. Table 1
summarizes the geometric properties of the five models.
The common mid-body contained a three-component
balance which measured the axial force (AF), lateral
force (SF) and yaw moment (YM) about a fixed transverse axis; the measured moments were later transferred to an axis through the centre of buoyancy (CB)
for each model. The results from a series of static

Figure 6: A Phoenix AUV model (bare hull) suspended from
the NRC-IOT Planar Motion Mechanism in the towing tank
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Figure 7: The five bare-hull model configurations

MC
LCB
(nose) (nose)
[mm] [mm]

Ratio
MC
to
LOA

Ratio
LCB
to
LOA

LDR

LOA
[mm]

8.5

1724

736

815

0.427

0.473

9.5

1927

838

915

0.435

0.475

10.5

2130

940

1017

0.441

0.477

11.5

2333

1041

1118

0.446

0.479

12.5

2536

1143

1220

0.451

0.481

Table 1: Particulars of the five models tested: MC is the moment centre at the origin, LCB indicates the centre of buoyancy. All hull diameters are 203 mm.

(fixed) yaw angle experiments over a range of ±20◦
are shown below. The next three figures show the
results of converting these measurements to the drag
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Figure 8: Drag coefficient for the five models
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Figure 10: Moment coefficient about an axis through the CB
for the five models
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hull lengths, for the full measurement range. As expected, the longer models have the larger moment coefficients.
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Figure 9: Lift coefficient for the five models

force, lift force and pitching moment coefficients required for our analytical model.

The full range of measurements for these bare hulls in
terms of the AOA was for ±20◦ but they show the form
of the curves which would be obtained for a complete
glider.
In the hydrodynamic modelling which follows, there
are four parameters (a,b,c,d) which define the hydrodynamic behaviour of a complete glider, for small AOA.
Our analytical modelling uses the following expressions for the hydrodynamic loads in the vertical plane.

The lift and drag forces were non-dimensionalized using the frontal area of the mid-body, πd 2 /4, while the
pitching moment was non-dimensionalized using the
product of the frontal area and the overall hull length.
Figure 8 shows the drag coefficient, CD, versus angle
of attack, AOA, for the full measurement range, for the
five hull lengths. As expected, the longer models have
the larger drag coefficients, due to the skin friction acting on the larger surface area.
Figure 9 shows the lift coefficient, CL, vs AOA, for
the full measurement range, for the five hull lengths.
As expected, the longer models have the larger lift coefficients.
Figure 10 shows the pitch moment coefficient, CM
(about an axis through the CB), vs AOA, for the five

CL(AOA) = a · AOA
CD(AOA) = b + c · AOA2
CM(AOA;CB) = d · AOA

(1)
(2)
(3)

These are approximate expressions for the hydrodynamic loads which were measured for the five bare
hulls; these expressions represent only the loads within
the limited range of ±10◦ since it will be shown later
from the at-sea glider experiments that typically the
AOA during straight-line glides is small.

4

R ESULTS FROM AT-S EA
E XPERIMENTS

During steady-state gliding four quantities are measured and recorded on-board the glider. Two of these
quantities are independently-controlled variables and
two are dependent variables. The two independentlycontrolled variables are (i) the measured instantaneous
fore-and-aft position of the pitch-control battery, and,
(ii) the volume of seawater ballast which is ingested
or expelled by the buoyancy engine. This volume of
seawater ballast is inferred from the measured position of the actuator which controls the position of the
piston within the buoyancy engine. This piston position is therefore a measure of the net weight (W-B)
of the glider; here ’W’ is the dry weight of the glider
(in air) and ’B’ is the buoyant force which acts on the
glider when it is completely submerged. The two dependent variables are (iii) the measured instantaneous
glider pitch angle ’θ’, and, (iv) the instantaneous depth
as determined from measurements of the hydrostatic
pressure using a pressure transducer. This depth signal
can be differentiated in order to obtain the vertical rate
of descent and ascent, Vz .
Voyage 193, from July 2006, provides measured values from 52 descents and ascents to a maximum depth
of 190 m. This voyage represents a total of 38 hours in
the water. The values used in this analysis are average
values computed for each descent and ascent; each ascent and descent was assumed to be in a straight line
and to be free of any effects of ocean currents. Typical descents take about 8.9 minutes and typical ascents
take about 7.2 minutes.
We use an iterative scheme to obtain estimates for
the four hydrodynamic parameters (a,b,c,d) identified
above which categorize the gliding behaviour for small
angles of attack, −10◦ < AOA < +10◦ .

5

I TERATIVE S CHEME

The following is an example of how the present iterative scheme is employed to obtain the three values
(a,b,c).
Step 1. Obtain initial estimates for the values (a,b,c);
these may be obtained from a previous descent or ascent with the same glider in the same test configuration. Call these initial estimates (a0 , b0 , c0 ).
Step 2. Estimate a starting value for the angle of attack, ’AOA0 ’, by using a cubic approximation for the
relation

AOA = f0 (θm , a0 , b0 , c0 )

(4)

Call this value ’AOA0 ’. Here θm is the measured glider
pitch angle.
Step 3. Estimate a new value for the parameter ’a’
using the exact expression for the relation
a1 = f1 (Vz ,W −B, ρ, A f , b0 , c0 , AOA0 )

(5)

Call this value ’a1 ’. Here ’A f ’ is the frontal area of the
glider hull, πd 2 /4.
Step 4. Estimate a new value for the parameter ’b’
from the exact expression for the relation
b1 = f2 (θm , AOA0 , a1 , c0 )

(6)

Call this value ’b1 ’.
Step 5. Estimate a new value for the parameter ’c’
from the exact expression for the relation
c1 = f3 (θm , AOA0 , a1 , b1 )

(7)

Call this value ’c1 ’.
Step 6.
Obtain a new value for the AOA,
that is, ’AOA1 ’ by using the cubic approximation
f0 (θm , a0 , b0 , c0 ).
Step 7. Obtain a new value for the the parameter ’a’, that is, ’a2 ’ by using the exact expression
f1 (Vz ,W −B, ρ, A f , b0 , c0 , AOA0 ).
Step 8. Obtain a new value for the the parameter ’b’, that is, ’b2 ’ by using the exact expression
f2 (θm , AOA0 , a1 , c0 ).
Step 9. Obtain a new value for the the parameter ’c’, that is, ’c2 ’ by using the exact expression
f3 (θm , AOA0 , a1 , b1 ).
Continue this sequence of ’n’ steps until the values of
(a,b,c) converge to a stable triplet (an , bn , cn ).
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R ESULTS FROM THE I TERATIVE
M ETHOD

Figure 11 shows one set of results of the iterative
method, as applied to the data from voyage 193. Here
the calculated glide path angle is plotted versus the
mean of the measured glider pitch angle, for each of
the 50 descents and 51 ascents. The data are shown for
six categories of glide angle: steep, medium and shallow descents, and, shallow, medium and steep ascents.

Steep dive
Medium dive
Shallow dive
Shallow climb
Medium climb
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−10
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0.54
0.52
0.5
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0.44
0.42
0.4
0.38
−30

30

The 50 dives show glide path angles in the range from
29◦ to 35◦ which correspond to glider mean pitch angles of from about −30◦ to −20◦ , respectively. Since
the AOA is the difference between the glide path angle and the glider pitch angle, the AOA during descent
ranges from about 5◦ to 9◦ . Similarly, the 51 ascents
show calculated glide path angles in the range from
29◦ to 35◦ which correspond to glider mean pitch angles of from about +20◦ to +30◦ , respectively, again
with the AOA between 5◦ and 9◦ .
Figure 12 shows the corresponding values of the calculated glider speed along the glide path plotted versus the mean measured glider pitch angle. Again the
six categories of glides are shown. Here the glide
speeds during descent vary from about 39 to 52 cm/s
while those during ascents vary from about 42 to 56
cm/s. Clearly the glider was ballasted "light" relative to the surrounding seawater thus the seawater was
more dense than the target density used during the prevoyage ballasting process [1].
Figure 13 shows the corresponding values of the drag
coefficient, CD, based on the frontal area, plotted versus the deduced AOA, for the six categories of glides
used in the two previous figures. The data points for
the 50 descents form the basis for the upper curve
while those for the 51 ascents form the lower curve.
Curves of the form
CD(AOA) = b + c · AOA

−20

−10
0
10
Measured mean pitch angle [deg]

20

30

Figure 12: Glide speed vs glider pitch angle

(8)

were fitted in order to extract values for the parameters
’b’ and ’c’. For glider 049 in the configuration tested,
the minimum drag coefficient ’b’ during descents is
about 0.25 while that for ascents is about 0.19. The
curvature parameter ’c’ is about 6.2 for descents and

Iterated drag coefficient CD based on frontal area

Figure 11: Glide path angle vs glider pitch angle
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Figure 13: Fitted relations for drag coefficient

6.5 during ascents.
Figure 14 shows the corresponding values of the lift
coefficient, CL, based on the frontal area, plotted versus the deduced AOA, for the six categories of glides
used in the previous figures. Again the data points
for the 50 descents form the basis for the upper curve
while those for the 51 ascents form the lower curve.
Straight lines of the form
CL(AOA) = a · AOA

(9)

were fitted. For glider 049 in the configuration tested,
the lift curve slope ’a’ was about 4.7 per degree during
descents and was about 4.0 per degree during ascents.
The sample correlation coefficient for both cases was
about 0.98.
Figures 13 and 14 show that the calculated angles of
attack range from about 5◦ to 10◦ during these 101
glides.

Iterated lift coefficient CL based on frontal area
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Figure 14: Fitted relations for lift coefficient
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C ONCLUSIONS

Our focus at NRC-IOT is on the engineering development of underwater vehicles. In this role we add
new sensors to ocean gliders. Once a new sensor has
been integrated into an existing glider, the question becomes: How to categorize the new hydrodynamic behaviour? For this purpose we have developed a new iterative procedure for estimating the four lift, drag and
pitching moment parameters (a,b,c,d) as shown above.
The above example shows that a consistent set of values can be found which represent well the hydrodynamic behaviour of a particular glider over a range of
operating conditions. It is evident that the values of
these parameters during descents is different from the
values which categorize the glider’s behaviour during
ascents.

8

A PPLICATIONS

The results from this investigation can be used to improve our predictions of the behaviour of ocean gliders during steady-state glides. This information can be
used to provide better predictions of the amount of battery energy which will be consumed during a particular mission, once the number of pumping (buoyancychanging) events is determined. The more accurately
we know the values of these hydrodynamic parameters, the greater confidence we have in our predictions of the likely duration of a mission. This leads
to better mission planning and to the development of
improved ded-reckoning algorithms. In addition, we
can extract higher-quality data from the sensor measurements during the post-processing phase where the
measured glider motions can be used to compensate
for the dynamical response of the sensors [2].

Figure 15: Glider payload module for four puck-size sensors
Upward-looking sonar

Acoustic pinger

Downward-looking acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)

Figure 16: A glider equipped with an ADCP
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F UTURE E XPERIMENTAL W ORK

In the near future we intend to proceed with the following experimental work.
a. Add an acoustic pinger to the underside of a glider.
Use the acoustic tracking system in the towing tank or
pond to measure the glide path angle directly from the
trajectory rather than having to infer the glide path angle from the iterative calculation scheme noted above.
b. Add an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) to
the underside of a glider. Turn the ADCP ’on’ when
the glider is at the ocean surface in order to measure
the current profile below the glider. Figure 15 shows
the new payload module for a Slocum Electric glider
which can accommodate four puck-sized sensors. Figure 16 shows a new 400 kHz ADCP mounted in one
of these gliders; this ADCP can measure the current to
depths of the order of 75 m below the glider.
c. Install a MicroStrainTM motion-sensing unit (three
rate gyros, three translational accelerometers) inside a
glider. When the glider is at the ocean surface, it will
then be able to measure the drift due to wind and waves
using the difference of several GPS-determined posi-

tions, and, to infer the wave heights and wavelengths
using the measured motions of the glider.
d. Add a small multi-beam sonar and downwardlooking camera to the underside of a glider. These devices will be used to take "snapshots" during the transition from dive to climb at instants when the vehicle
is level and parallel to the seabed. This may be an
energy-intensive exercise due to lighting requirements
but it may provide a series of seabed images that would
be difficult and expensive to obtain otherwise.

10

F UTURE A NALYTICAL AND
N UMERICAL W ORK

In the near future we intend to proceed with the following analytical and numerical work.
a. Use the equilibrium of the hydrostatic pitching moment (due to changes in battery position and amount of
ballast pumped) with the hydrodynamic pitching moment (due to hull, wings, tail) in an algorithm which
will estimate the fourth parameter ’d’ for the moment
coefficient
CM(AOA;CB) = d · AOA

(10)

It appears that this method will also provide estimates
of how far the centre of gravity (CG) is vertically below the centre of buoyancy (CB) when the glider is
correctly trimmed in pitch and roll.
b. Extend the analysis to motions of the submerged
glider in the lateral plane e.g. sway, yaw and roll motions. Develop a method to use the on-board measured
translational and angular accelerations (away from the
steady glide path conditions) to infer the magnitude
and direction of the ocean current, on an instant-byinstant basis.
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